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1. Introduction

The maiin l)urpose of this paper is to establish the existence of a liftinig com-
muting with the left translations of an arbitrary locally compact group. The
material is divided iinto nine sections and two appendices. The second section
contains the notationis and terminlology used throughotut the paper. The third
one contaiins several preliminiary results and remarks. In sections 4 and 5 we
definie and study the conditionial expectation P1, arising from a quotient group.
In sectioins 6 aind 7 we give various results concerninig liftings, and in particular,
we study the problem of extending a lifting "from a quotient group to the group."
The main results of this paper are given in sections 8 and 9. Appendix I contains
various remarks on adequate families of measures. In appendix II we prove a
maximiial ergodic theorem.

2. Notations and terminology

Let Z be a locally compact space. As usual, we deniote by C*(Z) the algebra
of all bounided real-valued continuous functions on Z anid by 3C(Z), the sub-
algebra of CX(Z) conisistinig of all f e CX(Z) having compact support. We use
the notation YIt(Z) for the vector space of all real Radon measures on Z and the
notationl M+(Z) for the cone of all positive Radon measures on Z.
Now let A C Mn+(Z), A $ 0. As usual, we denote by z(Z, A) the algebra of

all real-valued( n-measurable functions oIn Z anid by 9(Z. ) the ideal of all
f e £(Z, ) which are locally ,u-negligible. For f, g C £(Z, u) we write f _ g(A)
if f amid y coincide locally almost everywhere withl respect to ,u, that is, if
f - XG DI(Z, At). We denote by f --J the canionical mapping of £(Z, At) onito
tlec quotienit algebra £(Z, At)/9(Z, u).

F'or a real-valued function g which is defined on the complement of a locally
u-negligible set and is At-measurable, we agree to call equivalence class of g and
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use the notation g for the equivalence class of any function belonging to £(Z, u)
and coinciding with g(z) at the points z where g is defined. We use a similar
convention and notation in the case when g takes values in T, but is finite-
valued locally almost everywhere with respect to I,.
As usual we denote by 21(Z, u) the vector space of all real-valued essentially

A-integrable functions on Z, and by L'(Z, uA) the image of 1I(Z, iu) under the
canonical mapping f -f.
We denote by M-(Z, Au) the algebra of all bounded real-valued A-measurable

functions on Z. In what follows we shall often consider MX(Z, ,u) endowed with
the supremum normf -l lfll= supzez lf(z)l.
We denote by 91 (Z, ,) the ideal of all f E M- (Z, ,u) which are locally u-nleg-

ligible, that is, 91-(Z, ,) = oi(Z,,A) n M-(Z, u), and by L-(Z, A) the image of
M-(Z, Is) under the mapping f -*f; obviously, L-(Z, A) can be identified with
the quotient algebra M-(Z, ,u)/91c(Z, ,u). Finally, we denote by N0. the essential
supremum norm on L-(Z, A).

Let us recall that a mapping p: M0.(Z, IA) -+ M-(Z, uA) is called a lifting of
M-(Z, 4) (linear lifting of M°°(Z, A), respectively), if it satisfies the axioms
(I)-(VI) ((I)-(V), respectively) below:

(I) p(f) _f;
(II) f _ g implies p(f) = p(g);

(III) f > 0 implies p(f) 2 0;
(IV) p(l) = 1;
(V) p(af + bg) = ap(f) + bp(g);

(VI) p(fg) = p(f)p(g).
Let us recall that if p is a lifting (linear lifting) of M-(Z, ,), then

(2.1) lp(P)!I0.< llfll. for every fEA(Z, A);
hence, p: Mll(Z, uA) -l M-(Z, ,) is continuous when M-(Z, u) is endowed with
the supremum norm (see also [10]).
Let us also recall that a lifting (linear lifting) p of M-(Z, ,A) is called strong if:
(VII) p(f) = f for every f E C-(Z)

(see also [12] and [13]).
Suppose now that Z is a locally compact group and that IA is a left Haar

measure on Z. If s E Z and f: Z -* R, we define the left translate -y(s)f of f by
('y(s)f)(z) = f(s-1z) for all z e Z.
We shall say that a lifting (linear lifting) p of M10(Z,,) commutes with the

left translations of Z if:
(VIII) p(y(s)f) = Py(s)p(f) for all s E Z and f E M0.(Z, ,u)

(see also [8], [9]).
We shall need a few more notations which will be consistently used in what

follows.
If X is a locally compact group, we shall denote by JAx a left Haar measure

on X. Whenever X is compact, we shall assume px normalized, so that Ax(1) = 1.
If X is a locally compact group and H C X a compact distinguished sub-
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group of X, we denote by HH: x --- H(X) = ± the canonical mapping of X onto
the quotient group X/H. Since f e 3C(X/H) implies f ° rIH C XC(X), ICH(HX) iS
a well-defined Radon measure on X/H (see [2], chapters V and VII); in fact
HH(Mx) is a left Haar measure on X/H, which we shall denote in what follows
by MXIH. Now for each x E X, let u. be the mapping of H into X defined by
ux(t) = xt for t E H. Since f E X(X) implies f o u2 E X(H) = C-(H), uz(tH) is
a well-defined positive Radon measure on X which we shall denote by OBz; hence
,BI is defined by the equations

(2.2) 13(f) = fH f(xt) dAH(t) for f C X(X).

It is clear that if x z y (mod H), then Ox = ,B; hence, we may unambiguously
define X by the equation

(2.3) A = i3.

It is obvious that for each x C X/H, X is a positive Radon measure on X, that

(2.4) Supp X3 = ux(H) = xH =

and that #3j(1) = 1 (see [2], chapter V).
Finally we note that for each f C 3C(X), the mapping x ,3Af) belongs to

XC(X/H); in particular, the mapping ±-x # of X/H into MlZ(X) is vaguely
continuous (here MlZ(X) is endowed with the topology o(rMZ(X), 3C(X))). Hence
x -X 03j is an adequate family uith respect to 'xl/l (see [2], chapter V, pp. 17-18),
and therefore, we may define fX/H O dAx,H(±) as a positive Radon measure on X.
It is well known that this leads back to the original Haar measure on X (see [2],
chapter VII, paragraph 2),

(2.5) Ax = fv/8IX dhx1H(±)-
Let us also remark here that the adequate family x ,Oj satisfies condition (C)

of appendix I (for K C X/H compact we take K(1) = IIH1(K)).
We now make use of the theory of adequate families (see [2], chapter V)

and of the results in appendix I:
Iff fE'(X, px), thenf C £1(X, flj) for locally almost every x C X/H (with

respect to IAXIH); the function fb(H), defined locally almost everywhere on X/H
with respect to Muxil) by

(2.6) f (H)(±) = fXfdo3,
belongs to Z1(X/H, /IXIH) anid satisfies the equation

(2.7) fxf dAx = fX/Hf) dsux,H().

From (2.6) and (2.7) we easily deduce

(2.8) fX/H If ')(x)j djx,H(±) . |X If|dfx.
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3. Some preliminary results and remarks

Throughout this section, G will be a locally compact group with left Ilaar
measure a.G
PROPOSITION 1. Let 77 be a linoar lifting of MI(G, $a) commuting with the

left translations of G. 7'hen -1 is strong.
PROOF. To prove that X is strong, it is enough to verify that n(f) = f for

every f c X(G) (see the method of proof of theorem 1 in ([13], pp. 447-448)).
Then let f EE C(G) be fixed. The mappings s -> s-1 of G into G and t -- y(t)f

of G into 31(G, MG) (here M1I(G, MIG) is endowed with the topology defined by
the supremum norm) are continuous. Combining this with (2.1), we deduce
that s -q(-y(s-l)f) is a continuous mapping of G into A1c(G, MG); ill particular,
s -- n('y(s-')f)(e) = 71(f)(s) is continuous. Since f and n7(f) are continuous and
coincide locally almost everywhere (with respect to AG), it follows that q(f) = f.
Hence - is strong, and the proposition is proved.

If Go C G is an open subgroup of G and A,Go a left Haar measure on Go, then
AG0 is equivalent with the restriction of ,UG to Go.
PROPOSITION 2. Let Go C G be an open subgroup of G and let r7 be a lifting of

M- (Go, IAG0) commuting with the left translations of Go. For f E M- (G, AG), define
6(f) on G by the equations
(3.1) 5(f)(x) = 7(7(x-')f[Go)(e), x e G.
Then the mapping 6: f -+ 6(f) is a lifting of MI(G, MAG) commuting with the l(ft
translations of G.

PROOF. It is clear that a is well-defined and that a verifies the axioms
(II)-(VI) of a lifting.
Let us show that a verifies axiom (I). Let f E M-(G, MAG). For each s E G,

denote by N. the locally sG-negligible set consisting of all y G Go for wlich

(3.2) 7(-y(s-')fjGo)(y) -5 (y(s-1)fjGo)(y).
Let niow x E sGo such that 6(f)(x) $ f(x). Note that

(3.3) f(x) = (y(s-')f)(s-'x) = (Ty(s-')f!oG)(s-1x)
and that

(3.4) b(f) (x) = n(y(x-')f Go) (e) = 77(y(x-'s)-y(s-')fjGo(e)
= (y(x-s)7)(-y(s-')fIGo)) (e) = n(-y(s-1)f Go) (s-x),

whence x E sN. It follows that

(3.5) {x1a(f)(x) f(x)}' n sGo C sN.,

and therefore the set {xia(f)(x) $f(x)} ln sGo is locally AG-negligible. SilnCe
s e G was arbitrary, we deduce that the set {xIO(f) f(x)} is locally AG-neg-
ligible. Hence a is a lifting of M-(G, MG).

It remains to show that a commutes with the left translations of G (axiom
(VIII)). For this let f c A1B(G, MG), u c G, and x c G. We have
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(3.6) b(-'(u)f) (x) = (-y(x-1) (-y(u)f) jGo) (c)
= (y(x-'u)fIGo)(e) = 6(jf)(-t-x) = (y(u)6(f))(x),

and heiiec, the assertion is proved. This completes the proof of proposition 2.
Using the classical terminiology (see [17]), we shall say that a locally compact

gI'oup X cani be approximated by Lie groups if giveni any neighborhood V of the
ideintity element e, there is a compact distinguished sul)group If of X such that
II C V and X/H is a Lie groutl).

REMAiRK1. The main approximation thleorem by Lie g1oups (see [17], chapter
IV) tells us that if G is an arbitrary locally compact gr'oup, theii there is an
open suqbgroup Go of G (which is in fact generated by a compact symmetric
neiglhbor-hood of e, and therefore is countable at infinity (= a-compact)), such
that Go can be approximated by Lie groups. We deduce from proposition 2 above,
that in order to prove the existence of a lifting commuting with the left translations
for an arbitrary locally compact group, it is enough to consider the case of a locally
compact group which is countable at infinity and can be approximated by Lie groups.

If G' is a locally comnpact group and u: G -G' an isomorphism of G onto G',
thlieni it is clear that u(MG) = YG' is a left Haar measure on G' and that f -*f o u
is an isomorphism of the algebra JB(G', ,UG') onito the algebra 31Th(G, p1G).

PIROIOSITIoN- 3. Let u: G -* G' be an isomorphism of the locally compact
group G onto the locally compact group G'. If p is a lifting (linear lifting, respec-
tively) of Mll(G, ,uG) commuting with the l(ft translations of G, then the mapping a
defined on 3Pc(G', JIG') by the equations

(:>.7) 6(f) = p(f - u) o u-1, f e M11X(G', bG')
is a lifting (linear lifting, respectively) of J11-(G', ,'a') commuting with the left trans-
lations of G'.

PIROOF. The proof is straightforward.

4. The conditional expectation PH

Let X be a locally compact group and 11 C X a compact distiniguished su7b-
group of X.
Forf X Z1(X, ,ux) define (see also formtulas (2.6) and (2.7))

(4.1) J)1'f = Yr(H) II,,
(in the riglht-hand side of this formula, the symbol was writteni on f instead
of oii f5(I) - HI, for the printer's convenience; we shall contiinue this convention
tlhroughout the rest of the paper). The defiiiition is meaningful; if g e T'(X, i'x)
and g = J, then fb(H) and g (Hf) coincide locally almost everywhere with respect
to lu'x,'i, and hence fb(H) a II, and gb(H) HH coincide locally almost everywhere
with respect to gx.

It is clear that PI, maps L1(X, JIx) into L'(X, ,x), that P11 is a positive linear
operator, and that IjP11fl1 < 1 (see also formtula (2.8)).
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PROPOSITION 4. (i) If H and L are compact distinguished subgroups of X and
if H D L, then PHPL = PLPH = PH.

(ii) For g E L1(X/H, IxIL/), PH(9 o IH) = I°IH-
PROOF. (i) Since Xc(X) is dense in E'(X, px), it is enough to verify the

equalities in (i) for functions belonging to 3C(X). Let f e 3C(X): for g =
f b(H) O IlHu we have

(4.2) g( )(HL(X)) = 9(XU) dAL(U) = fLf(H(xu)) dAL(U)

f- f f(H)(IT,(X)) dAL(U) = fPb(N)(lH(x)) = g(x)
for each x e X. We deduce PL(PHf) = PLO = 0 = PHf. For k = fb(L) o IIL we
have

(4.3) k(1H)(IH(X)) = JH k(xs) d1H(S) = fH dAH(s) fLf(XSU) dAL(U)
= IL dAL(U) JH f(XSU) dsH(S)

IL dAL(U) IH (y(X 1)f) (su) dsH(s)

IL dqL(u) fH y((X)f) (s) dAH(s)
= IL dAL(u) IH f(xs) dAH (S)

fH f(xs) dAlI(s) = fl (H)(II/.(X))
for each x e X. We deduce PH(PJL) = P1A = Pi-i.

(ii) To prove this assertion, we remark first that there is a set A C X/H,
locally yx/H-negligible, such that 9 ° ITH belongs to S'(X, 0j) if x t A. We then
use the formula # = ux(AMH) (see (2.2)). Hence, the proposition is proved.
Below we denote by L'(X/H, xI'xH) o IIH the set

(4.4) {f ° IT,lf c L'(XIH, A,X/,))
COROLLARY 1. IfH is a compact distinguished subgroup of X, then PIIPH = PH;

hence, PH is a positive projection of L'(X, Ax) into itself with range

L'(X/H, /.XIH) 0 IIH

and norm equal to one.
PROOF. The corollary is an immediate consequence of proposition 4, the

definition of PH, and formula (2.8).
Let again H C X be a compact distinguished subgroup of X. We shall now

extend the definition of PH to functions that are locally ,ux-integrable. Let f:
X -* R be a locally ,x-integrable function. By proposition (1.5) in the appendix,
f e £1(X, 0j) for locally almost every x e X/H with respect to AX/H, and the
function f-(H) defined locally almost everywhere on X/H with respect to Ax-/1 by
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(4.5) ff(f)(±) = f fd3i
is locally Ax/H-integrable. Whenever f> 0, we shall (sometimes) define fb(H
everywhere on X/H by the equations

(4.6) fb (H)(x) = fXf d#.

By proposition (I.2) in the appendix, if g _ f(i'x), then fbA(H)-g I(H)(XH),
and hence, fb(H) ° ]IH--95(gH) o 1IH(Mx). We may then unambiguously define

(4.7) PHI = f (H) 0 IH.

REMARKS. (1) It is clear that for f E M"(X, ,ux), PHf E L-(X, Ax). Hence
f -> PHI is a positive linear mapping of L-(X, vx) into L (X, AX) taking 1 onto 1.

(2) From corollary 1 and remark (1) above, it follows that for each 1 < p < o ,

f -* PHf is a positive linear mapping of LP(X, ,x) into LP(X, ,x) of norm equal
to one.

(3) If g: X/H -- R is locally A,XH-integrable, then PH(9° HH) = goHHa
(4) If g: X -- R is locally Ax-integrable and if E C X/H is a ux/H-measurable

set, then PH((B ° IH)W) = (@PE o IIH)PHg.
From remark (4) above and formula (2.7), we deduce, in particular, that if
eE L'(X, Ax) and if E C X/H is a Mx/H-measurable set, then

(4.8) 1(E) PH dx = E) dx.

This shows that PH is in fact the "conditional expectation ([6], [16]) with respect
to the tribe (= a-algebra) of all ,ux-measurable subsets of X that are cosets of H,"
and thus justifies the terminology used in the title of section 4.

Before stating our next result, let us note that for an arbitrary mapping g:
X/H - R and any s E X we have

(4.9) (Y(S)9) 0 HILH = (y(S)(9 o HH).
In fact, for each x E X we have

(4.10) (y(I)g)IIH(x) = ('y(f)g)(x) = g(slx) = g(IIH(s)ft'HH(x))
= 9(HH(sI1X)) = (g a IIH)(s51X) = (y(s)(g O IIH))(X),

and' (4.9) is proved.
PROPOSITION 5. Let H C X be a compact distinguished subgroup of X. If f:

X -* R is a locally ,ux-integrable function, then for every s E X we have
PH(Y (s)f) = Y(s) (PHf) .
PROOF. It is obviously enough to consider the case f > 0. Let now s c X.

For each ± E X/H we have

(4.11) (,y(s)f)l(IH)(I) = j; (y(s)f)(xu) dAH(u) = f f(s lxu) dAH(u)
= fbcm)(i-ni)-formula (4.9x),

whence (combining with formula (4.9)),
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(4.12) (y(S)f)IU) HI = (7(Q)Jfb(IH)) o I, = y(s)(f (l) ° ILI,).
We deduce (,y(s)J)) b(H) y(s) (Jf (H) o HH), that is, PH1(-y(s)f) = Y(s)(J)j1f).
Thus the l)roposition is proved.

5. Convergence properties of the conditional expectations PH

In this sectioni we presenit several results due (essenitially) to MI. Jerisoll anld
G. Rabson (see [14]); these results lead to theorem 2 which will be used later
on. Since these results were giveni in [14] in a differeiit settinig, and siinec we
want to preserve the uniity of this paper, we shall sketch their proofs below
(see also [2], chapter VII, p. 113, and [7], paragraph 4).
Except for several propositions previously given, the maii l)art of the proof

of the existeince of a lifting commiiutiing with the left tranislationis of ain arbitrary
locally compact groul) starts in the niext sectioni.

Thiouighouit this section X will be a locally comiipact grouip anld (IIj)jEJ a
directed Jamily (j' < ;" imlplies Hlj D IHp") of compact distingruishcd subgroups of
X. Let

(.,.1) lH = n Hj.
iEJ

Let us riemialk helc that if E' is a compact subset of X/H, thenl

(5.2) H1c (E) =nq H,H (Hj(HH(E))).
.iej

Let A anid B be two sets anid p: A B. If 5 is a set of fuLnetionis oni B to R,
we denote by 5 - p the set {f a plf

Let niowV

(5.3) a = U W(X IIj) ° HH

With these notationis we have the followinig proposition.
PROPOSITION ;6. Letf e X(X/H,) o IlH,X antd UT an openC set conttaining Supp f.

Y'here is then a sequence (u,,) of Junctions belonying to a, which conerges unitormly
to f and satisfies Supp u,, C U for each n.
PROOF. We first prove the existeince of a funictioni h e a such that h(x) = 1

foI x e Supp f and Supp h C U. This can be obtainied as follows, sinlc Jf G
K(X/H) O HH., f has the forlll fl O IH. for some f' e 3W(X/Hfk). Let ( =

Suppfl; thenllHH1(C) = Suppf. There is theni a compact neighborhood N of C
such that IIHH,#(E) C UT. I-sniig (5.2) above, -e dedluce the existence of a j G J
such that

(5.4) I'i2z (li(ii,,(H,1(E))) C -.
By Ulrysohin's theorem, there is thei h1 e 3C(X/Hj) such tllat hl(±) = 1 if
X C IIHj (Suppf) and Supp hi C HHj(flui((E)). It follows that h = hi a IH is
the desired function.
Once the fuinction h, is obtained, the ploof is comipleted by sliowiitg the
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existelHce of a sequenice (va) of funietioins in a converging uniiformily to f. For
this we reason as follows: to every u E a there corresponds a unique function
UXe 5C(X/H,) such that u = u, - III,.. Clearly, et., {uuju e a} is a sub-
algebra of Jc(X/H,); it is easily seen that (,r separates the points of XIH,
anid that for each point in X/H, there is a function in a,, which does not vanish
at that pOinlt. An application of the Weieustrass-Stonle tlheorem yields the se-
quence (v,,); hence the proof is completed (see also [2], chapter VII, p. 24).
COItOLLAiY 2. For each 1 < p < oc the s(t ( is dense in Z'(XH,", /AXL/IHj) o 11Hg.
PInOOF. Let f = fi - IIH, with fA e ZP(X/H,, J'X/Hj) and let E> 0. There

js then g1 e 3(X/H,) such that

(5.5) JY/H, if, - g9JP dXI,/HX < (e/2)1.
13y proposition 6, there is 92 c a such that

(5.6(;) fI gI e HH. -92gP dp.x < (e/'2)'.
Combining t.hese two ine(lualities, we get

(5.7) (f -9i P d,tx) = (f2| fi o - (1X) < e.

Thu,us the corollary is lproved.
REMARK. For H and L comipact distinguished subgroups of X with II D L,

anid I < p < oo, we have

(5.8) ZP(XIII, .xlu) O H, C Tr(X1L, IIX1L) ° rrL.
THEOREM 1. For each 1 < p < oc, the directed family (P'Hi)je.i coinwerges

strongly in LP(X, Ax) tO PH.-
PROOF. If f e a, then it is clear that PH4' = J = PHfJ for all j c J large

cnough (use the remark p)recedinlg theorem 1 and remark (3) in section 4). By
remark (2) in section 4 and corollary 2 above, we deduce that (PHfe)jJ coII-
verges to P11J for every

(5).9) f C D'*(XIH., PX/H) ° 11H.-
For ani arb)itrary elemeInt f e LP(X, px), we may write

(5.10) f = PHJ + (I - J Hx)f
The proof is concluded by noting that

(5.11) lZfPj e LP(X/IIX, xljji,u) ° 11Hx

anid that P,,j((I - P11.)f) = 0 for all j .J (make use of proposition 4).
Assume now that J = N ={0, 1, 2, * }. In what follows the notationi I'f

will be used to designate a representative of the e(uivalence class P'f.
THEORIEM 2. For every f: X -* R locally Mx-integrable, the sequence (PH.f)n,.e

converges to P11j locally almost everywhere with respect to p4x.
PRZOOF. Consider a compact set K in X; K is conitainied in the compact set
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Ko = IIIHl(IIIH(K)), and hence it is enough to show that (PH,,f(X))nEN converges
to PHOf(x) almost everywhere on Ko with respect to px.

Consider now the bounded measure v = (oKO-yx. During this proof only, we
shall use the notation a for the equivalence class of an element g E 21(X, v).
For each n E N define the operator Pn on L'(X, v) as follows:

(5.12) PnF = SK4RPH,.(SKog), for 0 E L'(X, v);
define also

(5.13) PoOg = S°Re PH:<>(s°sOg) for g e L1(X, i).
It is clear that Pn(PC,¢ respectively) is well-defined, maps L1(X, v) into L'(X, v),
L-(X, v) into L-(X, v), and that as a linear operator in each one of these spaces
it has norm inferior to one; hence, Pn(PCC, respectively) is a Dunford-Schwartz
operator. Finally it is easily verified that (Pn)neN is "an increasing sequence
of projections" (use (i), proposition 1 and remark (4) in section 4) and that
(Pn)nfEN converges strongly in L1(X, v) to PI' (use theorem 1 above). By the
pointwise convergence theorem for increasing sequences of Dunford-Schwartz
projections (see [11] and [18]), we know that for each g e £i(X, v), the sequence
(Png(X))nGN converges to PO:g(x) almost everywhere on X with respect to v.
Let now f: X -f R be a locally Mx-integrable function; the function g = 'pKJf

belongs to X'(X, v), and we have (use remark (4) in section 4)

(5.14) Pn(PKJ) = 'Ko-PH.f and P,Y(SAK,f) = 'oKOlPHJ,-
We deduce that the set of all x e Ko for which (I'Hnf(X))nGN does not converge
to PHO(X) is uix-negligible. This completes the pioof of the theorem.

6. Liftings of Met (X/H, pAx/H) and of MOO (X,H, Ilx)
Let X be a locally compact group and D C M°(X, Ax) a subalgebra of

M-(X, Mx) which contains 1 and is "saturated" for the equivalence relation
"- (Ax)" in M-(X, Mx). In what follows we shall use a relativization of the
notion of lifting (linear lifting, respectively). We shall say that a mapping 6:
D -÷ D is a lifting (linear lifting) of D if asatisfies the axioms (I)-(VI) ((I)-(V))
of section 2. Moreover, if D is invariant under the left translations of X (that is,
the relations f E D and s E X imply -y(s)f e D), then we say that the lifting
(linear lifting) a of D commutes with the left translations of X if a satisfies also
axiom (VIII) of section 1.

Let Inow H C X be a compact distinguished subgroup of X. It is clear that

(6.1) MV(X/H, Ax,1H) ° Hi

is a subalgebra of MJI0(X, Mx) and that this subalgebra contains 1 and is closed
for the pointwise convergence of bounded sequences.
Denote by M-(X, H, Mx) the "saturated" of (6.1) for the equivalence relation

"- (Mx)" in llIc(X, MAx). Then
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(6.2) M*(X, H, ux) = Mc(X/H, pXlH) ° HH + 5Lcc(X, Ax).
Note that M-(X, H, ,ux) is also a subalgebra of Mclc(X, ,ux) containinig 1 and
closed for the pointwise convergence of bounded sequences. The first assertion
is obvious. The second one can be proved as follows. Let (fn), N be a sequence
of functions in Mcc(X, H, ,ux); then fn = gn + h,, with g,, e ill (X/H, Ax/tx1) ° H1
and h. e 91-(X, ,ux) for each n E N. Suppose that (fn),eN converges pointwise
to fc,x and that SUpneN 1lfnllx = L < x . Denote by A the set of all x e X such
that supnEN Ig.(x)l < L and such that the sequence (gn(X))nEN is convergent.
Sinice the functions in MYc(X, Ax) are locally ,ux-negligible we deduce that the
complement of A is locally ,ux-negligible. Since the functions in the sequence
(gn)nEN belong to M-P(X/H, tX/H) IIH we deduce that A = 1HH'(A') for some
A' C X/H, whence (PAgn G Mc(X/H, Ix/H) ° Hn for all n e N. The sequence
(SOAgn)nEN is bounded and pointwise convergent to some function

(6.3) UXc E M-(X/H, AXIH) O H,,.
For every n G N, let kn = fn - 'PAgn. Then kn e 91Lc(X, ,ux) for every n E N,
the sequence (kn),eN is bounded and pointwise convergent to some function
Cxe OZ(X, ,ix). Since fx = uX + vx, we conclude that the function fx C
Mcc(X, H, ,ux).

Let us remark here that if K and L are compact distinguished subgroups of
X and K D L, then

F C(X/K) ° IIK C 3C(X/L) o iL,
(6.4) . M-(X/K, I-X/K) IIK C Mcc(X/L, ,.X/L) o ilL,

LM-(X, K, ,ux) C M1c(X, L, ,ux).
Finally let us note that each of the algebras M1lX(X/H, ,uxlil) ° HIr and

31M(X, H, ,ux) is invariant under the left translations of X. It is obviously enough
to verify the assertion for the algebra Mcc(X/H, iuxll) o JI,. Let then f e
A (X/II, IAXI,I) ° IlH and s C X; we havef = g o HI, with g E M1c(X/H, lxInI),
and hence (use formula (4.9)),

(6.5) y(s)f = y(s)(g o Ill,) = (y(t)g) o il,H e Icc(X/H, lixH) o 11.
Let now p be a linear lifting of Mcc(X/H, ,uX1tH) commuting with the left transla-

tions of X/H. Define the mapping w: Mcc(X,H, ,ux) -- Mo (X, H, ,ux) as follows:
letf c Mcc(X, H, ,ux). Thenf -= g c H,11(lux) for some g e Mcc*(X/H, ix,u/); write

(6.6) w(f) = p(g) o Hi1,.
It is clear that w is well-defined and that

(6.7) w: Mcc(X, H, ,.-x) - 31c(X/II, xlx,I) oHI,
It is also easily verified that co is a linear lifting of Mcc(X, H, ,ux) and that wo
commutes with the left translations of X. We shall only verify this last assertion:
let f E M- (X, H, lix) and let s C X. Then f -g o IH(Ax) with

(6.8) g e Mcc-(X/H, lixlu),
and we have (uise formuila (4.9))
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(6.9) y(S)(W(f)) = '?(s)(p(W) o Hf) = (y()P(g)) °
= P(7(S)q) ° I"H = -(cY(S)f).

Hence, to every liniear lifting p of 3Bl(X III, UxIH) commutinlg with the left
translations of XIH, we cani associate a linear liftinig w of 31I(X, H, lx) satisfy-
ing (6.7) and commuting with the left tranislatioiis of X, 1via formula (6.6); it is
clear that the mapping p -co which we just defiined is in jective.

Conversely, let co be a linear lifting of II(X, H,,4x) satisfyinig (6.7) anld
commutinlg with the left translations of X. For each y e .I1B0(XIH, 4.x/ji) define
p(g) by the equation p(g) o II = w(g - II,,). It is easily seeni that p is a linear
lifting of 1llx(X/H,,uxlI) commuting with the left tranislations of X/II; it is
clear that the mapping w -- p defined here is tihle iniverse of the maapping p -4 L
defined above.
Thus the mapping p -* c is a bijection of the set of all liniear liftings of

Afo(X/H, lxlii) commuting with the left tranislationis of X/H onto the set of
all linear liftings of JI-(X, H, ,x) satisfying (6.7) anid commilllutinig with the left
translations of X. Clearly, co is "multiplicative" (that is, it satisfies (VI)) if
anld only if p is.

Before we state our niext result. we nieed several remiiariks.
REMARK'S. (1) Let f: X,'l-l R; theni f is a characteristic funetion if alid

only if f o III, is a characteristic funictioii.
(2) Let £ C 31l(X, H, ,4x) be a subalgebra coiitaininig 1 and closed for the

pointwise convergence of bouiided sequences. Let 3 = {A JOA e 8}. Tlheni 3 is
a tribe (use the fact that £ is closed for the pointwise convergence of boundled
se(luences and see ([2], chapter IV, plt160), anid f E if and oinly if f is 3-meas-
urable. Moreover, if 71m and 772 are linear liftimigs of MlI0(X, H, ,4x) satisfyiiig
li(YPA) = f2(SA) for every A e 3, then 77,i£ = m72£. To plove this last assertioni,
we remark first that 17 and fl2 coinicide on the simple funcetionis conistructed with
sets in 3, anid tlheni use the fact that these funetions are dense in £ for the topology
defined by the supremiium norm-i.

(3) Let p' be a linear lifting of MII(X/H,jlux,!) commiiutinig with the left
translations of X/IH. For every XH-ni-measurable set B C X/H, define

((6-10) 6'(13) = ,_ilp'(y?B)( ) = 1, anid 0"(B) = Wp'(yn)(.) > 0,
Let a) be the set of all linear liftinigs p of iIl(Xill,,!!) commdting with thlc
left translatiots of 'X I anid satisfyinig

((;.11) f0~~~~(P'(/i) < P(,Pi) _< frOn,Io

for every ux,il-lneasulrable set B C X,,'l. Tihell '1) is convex, compact amid every
eXtremal elcIn( td of t) is mniltiplicalite (see remiiarks (2) anid (3) folloNwinig theorem
1 in [8]).
In the proposition b)elow, co' and wcv correspond to p' anid pH respectively under

the mapping p -- w (given by formula (6.6)).
PROPOSITION 7. Let p' be a linear litinlg of 3It(X,'II, MNxIlI) commuting with

the l(Jt translations olX.*JfLe.tLO) be f/hcconvcx 8ct eorrcspon(ld/1 to p' (defined in
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remark (3) above), and let PH be an extremal element of D. Then (i) PH is a lifting
of M-(X/H, xIXH) commuting with the left translations of X/H; (ii) if £ C
M-(X, H, ,ux) is a subalgebra containing 1, closed for the pointwise convergence
of bounded sequences and such that w'j8 is multiplicative, then WHj£ = 'l&.

PROOF. (i) The fact that PH is a lifting of M-(X/H, AxlxH) commuting with
the left translations of X/H follows from remark (3) above.

(ii) Let 8 C M-(X, H, Ax) be a subalgebra containing 1, closed for the point-
wise convergence of bounded sequences and such that w'l8 is multiplicative.
Let a = {A!I(A E E}. By remark (2) above, to prove that cHI = w'j8, it is
enough to show that wH(VoA) = co'QpA) for every A E 3.

Let A E 3; it is clear that O'(SOA) is a characteristic function and that W'(,OA) E
MlO(X/H, lAX/H) o IIH. There is then (use remark (1) above) a Mx/H-measurable
set B C X/H such that SOA -SB ° lJH(AX). Now co'(VA) = P'(IPB) IIH, and there-
fore, p'(pB) is a characteristic function. We deduce (with the notations of remark
(3) above) that @'(B) = @"(B), and hence that pH((pB) = p'(VB). Consequently,

(6.12) 'OH('A) = PH((PB) ° HH = P'(PB) ° ITH = W'(OA).
This completes the proof of the proposition.
For further reference, we state here (with somewhat modified notations) the

following corollary.
COROLLARY 3. Let S: f -- Sf be a linear lifting of Ml(X, Mx) commuting with

the left translations of X. There is then a lifting q ofM (X, Mx) with the following
properties: (i) q commutes with the left translations of X; (ii) if E C MI(X, Mx)
is a subalgebra containing 1, closed for the pointwise convergence of bounded se-
quences, and such that SI& is multiplicative, then qI& = SI&.

7. Extension of a lifting "from a quotient group to the group"

Let Z be a locally compact space and let u E nZ+(Z), A $- 0. We shall denote
by MO' (Z, ,) the set of all functions f which are defined on the complement of
a locally A-negligible set and coincide where defined with a function belonging
to M0(Z, IA). It is clear that a lifting (linear lifting) of M-(Z, ,u) can be extended
in a natural way to a lifting (linear lifting) of MO (Z, IA). In fact, if f X Mo' (Z, u),
then f coincides where defined with some function g E M-(Z, A) and we may
define p(f) = p(g). We shall also define p(f) by the equation p(f) = p(f) for
f C MO' (Z, IA).

Let us also remark that if Z is a locally compact group and M Az a left
Haar measure on Z, then 310 (Z, ,z) is "invariant" under the left translations
of Z (let z e Z and f e M' (Z, Mz); if f is defined on the set E, then -y(z)f is
defined on zE, and thus -y(z)f belongs also to Mo (Z, uz)).
Throughout this section, G will be a locally compact group which is countable

at infinity, F C G will be a compact distinguished subgroup of G which is also a
Lie group, and a will be a lifting of M"(G/F, MG/F) commuting with the left transla-
tions of G/F.
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For every couple (g, h) E M-(G, IUG) x XC(G) we denote by [g, h] the mapping
* -|> fG gh dOi; it is clear that [g, h] is well-defined with the exception of a MG/F-
negligible set, and that for each x E G/F for which [g, h] is defined we have:

(7.1) I[g, h](i)j < 11g1j:oh() < 11g. 11h1j..
When g > 0, h > 0 we shall (sometimes) set [g, h] (*) = fG gh d1l3 for every
x E G/F. In any case, formula (7.1) shows that [g, h] E 310 (G/F, MG/F). Let
us also note that if g9 e M-(G, MG), 92 e llI(G, MG),ga1 =g2(A) and h E 3C(G),
then (with obvious notations) we have [g1, h] [g2, h] (MG/F)-

For each couple (g, h) E M(G, IAG) X SC(G), we may then define

(7.2) B(g, h) = 3([g, h]).

We shall now establish several important properties of the mapping
(0, h) -B(g, h)-
(7.3) The mapping (0, h) -+ B(g, h) is a bilinear mapping of

LX(G, MG) X 3C(G) into Me(G/F, MG/F);
(7.4) B(g, h) >O if g >O, h >O;
(7.5) B(-y(s)#, 'y(s)h) = -y(.)B(#, h) for all s E G.

To prove (7.5) we may without loss of generality assume that g > 0, h > 0.
Let s e G; for each * e G/F we then have

(7.6) (y(9)[g, h])(x) = [g, h](9-1')

= fG gh di3s-. = IF g(s-1xy)h(s-1xy) dMF(y)

= IF (y(s)g) (xy) (y(s)h) (xy) dlMF(Y) = ['y(s)g, y(s)h] (*);
hence,

(7.7) y(s) [g, h] = [y(s)g, y(s)h].
Applying 6 to both sides of this equation and using the fact that the lifting a
commutes with the left translations of G/F, we obtain (7.5).

(7.8) If g and h belong to 3C(G) then B(g, h)(*) = IG gh d#3 for every * E G/F.

To prove this assertion it is enough to remark that the mapping ± -* fG gh d/h
belongs to c(G/F) and that 6 is strong (see proposition 1).

(7.9) For every * e G/F, g e M-(G, MG), h e 3C(G) we have

IB(#, h)(xt)| < N.C(&)Q(jhj);
in particular, for each ± eG /F and each # e LI(G, MG), h -B(g, h)(x) is a
continuous linear form on SC(G) C £I(G, h).
To prove (7.9), let g E M1(G, MG). For each h e 3C(G) consider lhl1(F). Let
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us recall that lhl '(F)(±) = #j(Ihl) for each x E G/F and that jhIE(F) c Xc(G/F).
By (7.1) we have almost everywhere on G/F (with respect to a/GF)
(7.10) l[g, h](x)| < ||g||.|h| F)(±)
Now we apply the lifting S to this inequality and use the fact that S is strong;
we obtain

(7.11) 6([g, h])l = 5(1 [g, h]j) < b(jjgf||xhj|(F)) = jjgjj.jh
whence
(7.12) lB(0, h)(*)| < jIgjIj.3(jhj)
for each ± E G/F. Thus the assertion (7.9) is proved.
(7.13) Let g E M-(G, IG). There exists then a AG/F-negligible set A (g) C G/F
such that if * $ A (g) then g e £'(G, #3j) and lB(0, h)(*)l < llhlk fGr19 d3lffor all
h E 3c(G).

Let A,(g) be the MIG/F-negligible set of all * e G/F such that g is not #3j-meas-
urable. If * f Al(g), we have

(7.14) l[g, h](±)I = f0gh dt3l < lIhlIflgf d3
for all h E 3c(G). Obviously the mapping u: t -* fG lgl d#3j (defined on the
complement of the set Al(g)) belongs to Mo (G/F, MG/F). Hence, there is a
AG/F-negligible set A (g) D Al(g) such that

(7.15) S(u)(±) = f0 jgl d3 for x ¢ A(g).

Applying S to both sides of (7.14) we obtain

(7.16) IB(0, h)(±)j < jlhjlj6(u)(1) = llhll. IG lgl d#3j
for all * ¢ A (g) and all h e 3C(G). Hence, (7.13) is proved.

(7.17) Let g e M-(G, MG). There is then a MuG/F-negligible set A'(g) D A(g)
such that if * ¢ A'(g) we have

(7.18) B(g, h)(*) = fGgh dx for all h E XC(G).

Let (9n1),nEN be a bounded sequence of functions belonging to 3C(G) which
converges almost everywhere to g, with respect to MG. There is then a MG/F-
negligible set AI C G/F such that

(7.19) limf g -g,-l di3 = 0 if * A1.
nGN

By (7.13) there is a MG/F-negligible set A2 C G/F such that

(7.20) JB(P, h)(±) - B(On, h)(±)j = IB(U -9,n h)(±)j < llhll. JG 1g g- l d3r
for all * j A2, all h e 3C(G), and all n e N.
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Let A'(g) = A1 U A2 U A(g) (A(g) is the set introduced in (7.13)). We
deduce, for all ± f A'(g) and h e 3c(G) (use also (7.8)),

(7.21) B(g, h)(x) = lim B(g,,, h)(x) = lim gnh d#=f gh d#i;
nEN nCNfG JfG

hence (7.17) is completely proved.
Let x E GIF and g E L-(G, MG); let us recall (see (7.9)) that h -+ B(g, h) (x)

is a continuous linear form on C(G) C £ I(G, #3j). Hence, there is

(7.22) V(xt, g) e MI(G, #j),
uniquely determined modulo #, such that

(7.23) B(g, h) (x) = fG V(X, ) (y)h(y) d#3 (y)

for all h e 3C(G). By the inequality in (7.9) we may obviously suppose that

PROPOSITION 8. (i) For every g E Arlc(G, IAG) there is a IMG/F-negligible set
A'(g) C G/F (here A'(g) is the set introduced in (7.17)) such thatfor each x± A'(g),
(7.24) V(x, g) g%().

(ii) Let x e G/F. Then

V(±, 1) e (

(7.25) g > 0 implies V(x, 9) 2 O(0),
V(X, a,1, + a2O2) = ajV(1, 91) + a2V(i, g2)(0i),

for every a,, a2 c R, and g9, g2 e M-(G, MAG).
(iii) If g = 91° IIF with g1 e AJl(G/F, MG/F) and 5(gi) = gi, then for each

x E G/F we may take

(7.26) V(x, g) = constant = g,(i )(#).
PROOF. (i) follows from (7.17), (7.18), (7.22), and (7.23).
(ii) Fix x E G/F.
For each h e 3C(G) we have (use the fact that 6 is strong)

(7.27) fGh dX = fG1h df = B(, h)(x) = fGV(X, )(y)h(y) d#(y);

since h e 3C(G) is arbitrary, we deduce V(x, 1) e 1(0).
Let now g e M+(G, MUG). For each h e XCj(G) we have (use (7.4))

(7.28) 0 < B(g, h)(x) = fG V(X, g)(y)h(y) d#3j(y);

this implies V(x, g) > 0(#i).
Finally, let a1, a2 e R, and g1, 92 C M1(G, MG). For each h e 5c(G) we have
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(7.29) IG V(x, alg, + a202)(y)h(y) di(y) = B(a1g, + a2a2, h) (x)
= ajB(#i, h)(x) + a2B(s2, h)(x)

= a, JG V(X, #i)(y)h(y) df3j(y) + a2 IG V(-t, #2)(y)h(y) d#31(y)

= IG (a1V(±, g) + a2V(±, #2))(y)h(y) dOj(y);
since h c 3C(G) was arbitrary, we deduce
(7.30) V(x, a,#, + a2g2) a,V(±,t ) + a2V(t, #2)(0i).

(iii) Let g = g1 o lp with g1 G Alo(G/F, GI.F) and b(g1) = gi. For x f A'(g)
and every h e 3C(G) we have

(7.31) fG gh dO3 = fF g9(HF(xy))h(xy) dpF(y) = 91(t) fG h d3..

On the other hand, by (7.17), for every x 4 A'(g) and h c 3(G) we have
B(g, h)(x) = fG gh d/3. Since x-- B(g, h)(x) and X-- g (±) frh d/3 are both
invariant under 5, we deduce B(g, h)(x) = gl(x) fG h df3j for all x E G/F and
all h e 3C(G). It follows that for each fixed x c G/F,

(7.32) G V(X, g)(y)h(y) df3i(y) = g1(X) IG h(y) dO3 (y)
for all h E 5C(G); this shows that we may take
(7.33) V(x, g) = constant = gi(t)(0).
This completes the proof of proposition 8.

(7.34) Let U C F be a compact set with IF(U) > 0. For each f e M (G, qG)
the mapping x -| fGf(y),Zu(y) d/.(y) is defined almost everywhere on

G with respect to YG and belongs to Mo (G, MG).
In fact, suppose first that f e 3C(G). Then

(7.35) F(x) = fGff(y),pou(y) dd4(y)

exists for every x G G; note also that

(7.36) F(x) IFf(xy)pzu (xy) dMF(Y) = Fff(xy)sou(y) dAF(y)
for every x e G. Given E > 0, there is a neighborhood V of e in G such that
the relations s E G, t E G, st-' G V imply If(st) - f(ty)j e/,EF(U) for all
y c G. We deduce that s, t c G, st-' e V imply
(7.37) JF(s) - F(t)I < (E/MF(U))AF(U) = e.
Hence x -+ F(x) is continuous and the assertion is proved in the case when
f E aC(G).

Let now f e M-(G, ,G). There is then a bounded sequence (f,,) of functions
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belonging to 3C(G), which converges to f almost everywhere with respect to MG-
Denote by A the set of all x E G for which (ft,(x)) does not converge to f(x);
then 11G(A) = 0, and there is a set B C G/F, 4G/F-negligible such that for each
x P B, the set A is Oi-negligible and f is O3-measurable. It follows that 11, '(B)
is ,/G-negligible and that for each x t 11,- '(B) we have

(7.38) JGf(y)<zu.(y) d{3(y) = lirn ffn(y>pxr(Y) df3(y).

Hence the mapping x -* fGf(y)'oxL (y) dflj(y) defined on the complement of the
set IIF l(B) is /L-measurable; as it is obviously bounded, it belongs to Ml' (G, MG).

Let us recall that a sequence (Un) of parts of F is a compact D'-sequence in
F if:

(i) (U,,) is a decreasing sequence of compact sets;
(ii) eveiy neighborhood of e contains some set Uk;
(iii) there exists a constant C > 0 such that

(7.39) 0 < MF(UfUn,1) < CAF(U/ n) for all v.
Since F is a Lie group, there exists a compact D'-sequence in F (see [7],

theorem 2.10; see also [4]).
Let now (Un) be a fixed compact D'-scquence in F. By the main derivation

theorem, for every f e 21(F, JUF) (in particular, for every f e .1B(F, PF)) there
is a set C(f) C F with 1MF(C(f)) = 0 such that

(7.40) liin f1U df Fd f(s)
n AF(U11)lu

for each s ¢ Ct(f) (see [7], theorem 2.5, and appendix II).
Let now g E MIX(G, ,UG). Since g is ,uG-measurable, there is a set A1 C G/F,

AG/F-negligible, such that for each x t Al, g is O3-measurable. The set 11F 1(A,)
is then MuG-negligible. For each n define the function F")f on the complement of
11F 1(Aj) by the equation

(7.41) F`) (x) = g)f g(y)opu.u(y) dO3 (y).

Let

(7.42) Ag = C({z E Gllim F( )(z) exists and = g(z)}).

With the notations introduced in (7.41) and (7.42), we have the following
proposition.

PROPOSITION 9. The set A, is ,G-measurable and ,G(AO) = 0.
PROOF. Since Fg is M,G-measurable for each n (see (7.34)), the measurability

of the set A, is obvious.
Let us recall that g is Oi-measurable if anld only if the map)p)ing y -* g(xy) of

F into R is ,F-measurable. It follows that:
(a) For each x t 11F'(A1), the mappiing y -* g(xy) of F inito R is FIr-meas-

urable.
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Let now x t IIF-'(AO). Define:

(7.43) BZ = CF S e F[lim gF(U ) f g(xy) dAF(y) exists and = g(xs)})-

Since the mapping y -* g(xy) belongs to 21P(F,,F) by (a), the derivation the-
orem implies that B. is PF-measurable and PF(BZ) = 0 (note that yB, = xBx
if y = x). Since

(7.44) sz(xBI) = J 'PxB. d3 = j; sxBo(XY) dAF(Y)

= jF pB.(y) dAF(y) = F*(B.)
it follows that for each x q IF(AI),

(A) j(xB) = 0.
We shall show now that for each x t A1 we have
(-y) Ae n nF-l (X) C xB.
Let z E A, nIHF '(). Since z e II (±), z = xt for some t E F. On the other

hand, since z = xt e A. and z IHIF1(Aj), the sequence (Ftn"(xt)) does not con-
verge to g(xt). But we have

(7.45) F (Xt) - (U ) f yg(Y)xtu,(y) dfij(y)

PF(U) fG ((Y)YxtuR(Y) d#3j(y)

1F(Uw) g(xy)pxtu.(xy) dAF(Y)

pFbn fg(xy).ptu.(y) d1AF(Y)

I g(xy) d,uF(Y);

we deduce that t e Bx and thus z = xt E xBx. Hence the inclusioni () is proved.
Since Supp 0i C 11FH'(±) for each x c G/F (see (2.4)), the relations (0) and

(-y) above show that for each x ¢ A1,

(tS) (A,) = 0.

Since we already know that the set Ae is PG-measurable, the relations (a) and
(2.7) imply that PG(A,) = 0. Therefore, proposition 9 is proved.
Let g EAMA(G, Pc). For each n c N define the function T,"- on G by the

equations (see also formula (7.23)),

(7.46) YvW (x) = 1VlXT(X, 0)(y)YIu.(yJ) dOj(y), x e G.
Since V(x, 1)c MI(G, Q) and IV(±, 0)I < N.(O) for each x e G/F, T,') is
well-defined everywherc on G and 1T17,(nlI. < Nx(,).
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We shall establish below several important properties of the mapping T(n)
g -+ T). We shall first list them completely, and afterwards we shall proceed
to prove them.
(7.47) For each g e M-(G, MG) T(n)8 F,n)(MG). In particular

T(n: All(G, M1G) -- M-(G, MG);
(7.48) f g(MG) implies f = To, ;
(7.49) g > 0 implies T'8) > 0;
(7.50) Tin) = 1;
(7.51) b = aT f + bTgff;
(7.52) T (),e= y(s) Tg() for all s e G;
(7.53) TfnF= b(f) O IIF for every f e M (G/F, MG/F).
PROOFS. First, we will prove (7.47). By (i), proposition 8, there is a set

A'(g) C G/F, MG/F-negligible, such that for each tx A'(g), g is Oi-measurable
anld g- V(x, gj)(,Bz). The set HI '(A'(g)) is MG-negligible and for x (A'(g)),
we obviously have

(7.54) Tp) (X) = V(xt, u)(y)JuV(y) d(i(y)

MF(Un) f q(y)xuy(Y) dO3(y) = F(n) (x).
Hence (7.47) is proved.

Statement (7.48) is obvious from the definitioni of 7T(n), and statements (7.49),
(7.50), and (7.51) are immediate consequences of the corresponding properties
of the kernel V(x, g) (see (ii), proposition 8).
To prove (7.52), it is obviously enough to consider the case g > 0. Let, there-

fore, g e MAI(G, MG), s e G, and x e G. By (7.5) we have for each h e C(G),

(7.55) fG V(X, y(s)0)(y)h(y) d3.(y) = B(-y(s)o, h)(x)
= B(-y(s)o, 7(s)(-y(s-1)h))(x) = ('y(s)B(0, y(s-1)h))(x)
= B(g, -y(s-1)h)(s-Qj) = fG T7(V'i', 0)(y)(y(s-1)h)(y) df3-.1(y).

This shows that the l)ositive Radon measures

(7.56) a : h f|V(x, y (s) j)(y)lh(y,) d(3j(y)

and

(7.5r7) 0: h IGV(8-19) (y)(,y(s-1)h(y) d0S-,Z(y)

on G are identical. It follows that for every bounded "universally measurable"
funcetioni h: G -- R,
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(7.58) fG hd= fGhdO
In particular, for h = S°zUn we obtain

(7.59) fG V(X, y(S)#)(Y)Spu,.(Y) d0j(y) = IG V(Q-r', 0)(Y)U,,."(sY) d0j-,.(y)
= fG V(S Xt, 9)(Y)ps'-xU,(Y) d03-iw;

we deduce
(7.60) T!ff()0(x) = Tn)(s'x) =
and hence (7.52) is proved.

For (7.53), let f e M-(G/F, JIG/F). Then f o rF-8(f) ° IIF(G), anld hence,
by (7.48), and taking into account (iii), proposition 8, we have for each x E G,

(7.61) 7Ogn,(x) = 76u)IF(X) = F(U) f V(-, 8(f) o I1F)(Y)PXUn(y) d#3j(y)

- 6(fS)(Z) A xzU. Y) dO3 (y) =(f)(±) =()(f) o 1IF)(X).MF(U,,)
Therefore, (7.53) is also proved.

Let now ci be an ultrafilter on N finer than the Frechet filter. Let g EJMJ (G, AG)
and x E G. Let us recall that supnEN IT )(x)j < Nx(g) (see the remark follow-
ing formula (7.46)); hence we may define (the use of the ultrafilter lU was
suggested by [5])
(7.62) Tg(x) = lim T,(f)(x) for x e G.

On the basis of (7.46)-(7.53) and (7.62), we may then state the following
proposition.

PROPOSITION 10. (i) The mapping T: g -* Tg is a linear lifting of MlI(G, MG).
(ii) The linear lifting T commutes with the left translations of G.

(iii) Further, Tf111, = 8(f) ° IIF for every f e M-(G/F, MG/F).
PROOF. (i) We shall only verify axiom (I). The verification of the other

axioms of a linear lifting (namely (II)-(V)) follows from the corresponding
properties ((7.48)-(7.51)) of TN). Let then g e Mk(G, MG). Since T,n' -=F,n'
(aG), for each n e N (see (7.47)), and since the sequence (F'8)(z)) converges
to g(z) almost everywhere with respect to ,G (see (7.42) and proposition 9), we
conclude that T_g(=UG).

(ii) Let g c AMh(G, MG), s G G, and x E G. We have

(7.63) T,(.)s,(X) = lim T7(n),(x)
Cu

= lim T() (s8-lx) (by (7.52))
'l

= Tv (s-lx) = (-y(s)T,,)(x).
Hence (ii) is proved.
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(iii) Iet f C M1'(GI/F, PG/F) and x E G. Usinig (7.53), we cail wrvite

(7.64) li= urn 1 (X) = (o(f) ° IIF)(xr).
'IL

lhis coml)letes the )roof of p)ro)0osition 10.
Combininlg p)roposition 10 vith corollary 3 of section 6, wve obtaini the follow-

inig theorem (which w%e state with comiplete hypotheses in order to facilitate
iftrlther references).

Tnr,EOltEM 3. LO G te a locally coim pact grouip which is couintable at infinity,
F C G a compact (lisfingjuished subgroup oJ G which is also a Lie grotup, and 3 a
lifting oJ AI-(G, 'F, r46,') commuting with the left translations oJ G/F. There is
then a lifting q of iM-(G, a,,) commutfing with the left translations oJ G and sich.
that rq(f HT,) = 3(f) HIIr for everyJcG I(G- F,pGwF).
PROOF. Consider the linear liftinig 7' of il-(G, PG) given b)y l)roposition 10.

Since 7' commutes with the left tranislationis of G wve may ap)p)ly corollary 3
(with X = G and S = T). There is theni a liftiiig j of 3Jl(G, A(;) witlh the follow-
ing pro)erties: the liftinig 77 commutes with the left tranislations of G, and if
£ C M-h(G, P,a) is a subalgebra containinig 1, closed for the pointwise convergelnce
of bounded sequences, anid such that T78 is multiplicative, then 7= TI&. Now
the subalgebra AlM(G,/F, pGai) ° HF of .ill(G, G) haas the re(quired properties. It
followvs that for each f G M11(G/F, PGIF),
(7.65) ?7(f - lJ,) = Tf-lp = 6(f) o Ilp,.
Henceforth, theoremii :8 is coml)letely proved.

8. The set .4; proof of the main theorem

As we already remiiarked in sectioni 3 (see the remiiark following proposition 2),
in order to p)iov'e the existence of a liftinig coiimiimutiiig with the left tranlslationis
of an arbitrary locally compact group, it is sufficient to consider the case of a
locally compact grouli) wlhichl is countable at inifiniity anid which can be appi)rox-
imated by Lie groups.

Thr'oughout this section w-e shall assume therefore that X is a locally compact
group which is countable at infinity and which can be approxima1ted by Lie grolups.
Denote by 4 the set of all couples (1!, pH) where

(8.1) H is a compact distinguished subgroup oj X;
(8.2) pH is a lifting of .ihI(X i!, qy/i) commutinig with the lcft translations (f

X/II.
*We shall order tlie set 4 as follows: wc write (II, p,) < (K, PK) if (ve use

lhere the correspondence p -* w defined in sectioni 6)
(8.3) H D K;
(8.4) wXKhI.(X, 11, X) =

In coiniiection with (8.4), see also formulas (6.4).
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The relation "<" is obviously reflexive. If (H, PH) < (K, PK) and (K, pK) <
(H, PH,), then of course II = K; therefore Ml(X, H, ,ux) = 31l(X, K, A-x),
CUK = wil and finally PK = PH. Hence, the relation "< " is antisymmetric.

If (I, p",) < (K, PK) and (K, PK) < (L, PL), then H D K, K D L, and hence
H D L. Further,
(8.5) COL!M1-(X, H, lix) = (C0Lj 1I'I(X, K, Ax))IlT-(X, II, y.x)

= (.KiIMX(X, H, ,ix) = wji.

It follows that (H, p,,) < (L, PL), and therefore the relation "<" is tranlsitive.
Hence "< " defines an oirder relation in 4.

1REMARKS. (1) For two couples (H, PH) e 4 and (K, pK) c with Fl D K,
the equation (8.4) is equivalent with

(8.4') WK(f H,) = ,I,(f o HI,) for every f c 3PC(X,1i, AX/H1).
This is an immediate consequenice of the definition of M-(X, H, ,ix) as the
"saturated" of the algebra M-(XIH, liXIHi) IIH (see (6.2)).

(2) Let II C X, H $ {e} be a compact distinguished subgroup of X. There
is then a compact distinguished subgroup K of X suchI that

(8.6) K C H, K-# H and HIK is a Lie groul);
(8.7) H/K is isomorphic with A = HK(II) C IIK(X) = X/K;
(8.8) the groups X/jH and (X,/K)/A are isomorl)hic. The canoniical isoIlor-
phism of X/H onto (X/K)/A is givent by u: T111(x) -* IIA(Hjc(.)). The inverse
of u is denoted by v.

In fact, let V be a neighborhood of e that does not contain H. T'ake L C F,
a compact distinguished subgroup of X, such that X/IL is a Lie groull. Let
K = HI n L; then K is a compact distinguished subgroup of X, K C J/, K C V,
anid henice K # H. Also H/K is isomorphic with IIL(H) C IIL(X) = X/L (see
[3], chapter 3, p. 48). Since IIL(H) is a compact subgroup of the Lie group X/L,
it follows that (see [17], p. 186) HIL(H), and therefore, also H,/K are Lie groups.
In connection with the isomorphisms in (8.7) and (8.8), see ([3], chapter 3,
p. 48) and ([3], chapter 3, pp. 28-29).
THEOREM 4. (i) Y'he set 4 is inductive for the order relation "< " defined above.
(ii) If (H, pH,) E 4 is a maximal element, then H = -'c
PIOOF. (i) Let ((Hj, p1i))ijE be a totally ordered family of elements of 4

(we suppose that j' < j" is equivalent with (Hj1, p"j) < (Hj1,, pHij"). We may
assume without loss of generality that all Hj are contained in some compact
distinguished subgroup H of X. Let Il. = njCj Hj; then H, is a compact dis-
tiniguished subgroup of X.
We shall now construct a lifting pHX of MI(XI'Ikx,ir, xlH) such that

(I., PH.) > (Hi, PH,) for all j e J.
Let f E ATh(X, ix), and consider the family (P1g3)jej. For each j E J we

shall choose a definite relpresentative of the equivalence class I'H,f, by applying
the lifting COH;. In fact, for each j e .1 we may define
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(8.9) fi = WHj(PHPf)
(it is clear what the notation wHi(O) means).
We shall list below several properties of the mapping f fj. Suppose j c J

fixed; then we have

(8.10) fj E I(Xj/IIj, AiX/Hi) IHHI and jfjI < NU(f)
(see (6.6) and (6.7) in section 6, and remark (1) in section 4, respectively);

(8.11) f gi(Ax) impliessfj = gj;
(8.12) f > 0 implies fj > 0 (since P)Ijf > 0);
(8.13) 1j = 1 (since PHj(J) = 1);

(8.14) the mapping f fj is linear;
(8.15) the mapping f f, commutes with the left translations of X.

We shall verify here only (8.15). In fact, let f e MlIX(X, ,ux) and s C X.
Sinice PH, commutes with the left translationis of X (see proposition 5 in section 4)
and CJHi commutes with the left translations of X (see section 6), we have

(8.16) (eY(S)f)j = cWHj(PH,('Y(S)f)) = WH,('Y(S)PHjf)
= Y(s)cH.(PH1j) = Y(s)(f1)-

There are now two possibilities:
(A) there is a couiitable cofinal se(luence(j(n))ecx in J;
(B) there is no countable cofinal sequence in .1.
Case (A). It is obvious that Hoo = nnEN Ij(n). Let now f e 31I0(X, Hx, lix);

Ihen f = f' o IIH.(Aix), with f' c 31I (XIH,, Alx/Hj. By theorem 2 in section 5
and remark (3) in section 4, the se(quienice (PHi(nf)f)ncEN converges to '>H, f =
fo° HI,, almost everywhere with respect to ux. We deduce that

(8.17) the sequence (fj(,)(x)),nEC converges to f(x) almost everywhere with
respect to vx.

Let us also remark that (use (8.10) and (6.4)) we have

(8.18) fj(n) e M11-(XIH., AX1/H.) ° HH for every n e N.

Let now IU be an ultrafilter oni N finer than the Fr6chet filter on N; since
SUPnEN Ifj(f)(x)l < N.(f) for each x e X (see (8.10)), we may define

(8.19) fx(x) = limfj(0)(x), for x G X.
Cu

It is clear that fx. E 3II(X, Hy, lx). Actually, we have

(8.20) fe,. c APx(X/H,, lix/Hx) ° HHoO;
in fact, if IIH. (X) = I-IH (y), then fj(n)(x) = fj(,)(y) for all n e N (use (8.18)),
whence f. (x) = fO(y). It is also clear (use (8.17)) that f A=f(ix).

Denote by w' the mapping f-f,; hence w'(f) = f. Then

(8.21) W': M'(X, H., lx) - Alh(X/H., XlI/H.)° IIHx
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wheince co' satisfies condition (6.7) of section 6. It is easily verified that W' is a
linear lifting of M-(X, H>, ,ux) commuting with the left translations of X (use
(8.11)-(8.15)). Let us also remark that

(8.22) w'IJMI(X, Hj(,), u'x) = xWj(.) for each n G N.

In fact, fix n E N. Letf E 3J/(X, Hj(n). tlx). For m > n we have (use the fact
that f = PHf,.)f (see remark (3) in section 4) and the equation

(8.23) PHj(m)PHj(n) = )Hj(n)

(see (i), proposition 4))
(8.24) fj(r) = WHi()(PH,J) = C0Hj(.)(PHj(.,(P1s(J))

=C0Hj(.)(P)Hj(j) = cIHj(I)(PHj(,J)f) = fj(-)-
Sinice this is true for all m > n, we deduce that fx = fj(n) = aOHi()(f) that is
w'(f) = wHj(.,)(f) and hence (8.22) is proved.

Let p' be the linear lifting of M1-(X1Hx,,lX/H.) correspondinlg to W' (under
the correspondence w -X p); p' commutes with the left translations of X/Hx.
Applying proposition 7 (with H = Hz), we get a lifting PHX of MIP(X/Hx, iX/H1O)
with the following properties: the lifting pH. commutes with the left translations
of X/H,, and if 8 C M0(X, Hx, .Lx) is a subalgebra containing 1, closed for the
pointwise convergence of bounded sequences and such that w'l is multiplicative,
then WHQJ& = o'I&. For fixed n G N, MIX(X, Hj(,n), lx) is a subalgebra of
31-(X, H., ux) with the required piopeities (use (8.22)); we deduce

(8.25) COH.11(X, Hj(.), ux) = c'1111(X, IIj(n), AX)x = xxj.)-
Formtula (8.25) shows that

(8.26) (H., PH.) > (Hj(n), PHHj())
for each nt e N. Since the sequence (j(n)),,CN is cofiinal in .1, this completes the
proof of case (A).

Case (B). We shall show first that

(8.27) M-(X, H., ,ux) = U ATh(X, Hj, Alx).
iCJ

For this purpose, let (K,.),.EN be an increasing sequence of compact subsets
of X/H such that UnEN K = X/H. Let Inow Ln = lHl'(K,.); then (Ln),EN is
an increasing sequence of compact subsets of X such that UnnEN L,n = X. Sinice

(8.28) Ll. = PK., ° IH e Ml(X/H, A.X/H) IIH
for every n c N, and since H D H,, we deduce
(8.29) cpL.G M0(X/H., JiX/IH) ° IIHo for all n E N.

To prove the equality (8.27) it is obviously enough to show that every func-
tion in the algebra M-(X/H0,, lxY/H.) ° ITH_ belongs to some M-(X, Hji, lx)
(for a suitable j c J). Let then
(8.30) f C MlTh(X/H1 , AX/HX) o "1H,;
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we have

(8.31) 'PL.f E £1(X/IH, I'X-/H) °IHo foir every i e N.

By corollary 2 in section 5, for each n E N there is a seqluence (un,ppeiv of
functions belonging to

(8.32) a = U W(X/Hj) - I
jej

such that
(8.33) (PL.f = lim it,

pCN

almost everywlhere with respect to ,ux; we may also assume that

(8.34) fUn,pl < llfil. for all n e N, p E N.

IDefine now Un, = liln suPppeN u,,p for each n e N, anid u = lim SUP,,EN Wbn; we
obviously have u,, -L .(AX) for all n e N, whence
(8.35) u-f&ix).
But for each (n, p) c N X N, there is j(n, p) c J such that

(8.36) u,,p c aC(XlHj(c,,p)) o 111j(,,p) C J1 (X, Hj(,,p), Ax/Hj(,,p)) 0 IIHIj(,p).
The set {j(n, p)j(n, p) c N X N' is c(,luntalc. Heiiee, there is jo C J such that
jo is a majorailt of the set -j(n, p)j(n, p) e N X N' Siince jo > j(n, p) for all
(ii, p) c N X N, we deduce
(8.37) 3,e 3x(Xj'Hj1, IX/jIjo) °loij for all (n, p) c N X N.

But

(8.38) l (X , l'\/JIjo) Ilj,

is closed under taking liin sul) of bounded se(quienices (this folloNvs froiii the fact
that (8.38) is a lattice and is closed under limits of bounded pointwise conver-
gent sequences); it follows that

(8.39) u e ilBo(X/Hj1, AX/HiO) ° 1l1jo

l rom (8.35) anid (8.39) we obtain f e AM (X, Hjo, px), and thus forimula (8.27)
is proved.

Wte shall niow defiine CXHx Oll ifI(X, II, lix) as follows. Let f c 3I-(X, 1k7I, AX).
Tlihere is theni j e J such that f e ,ll=(X, Hj, px); defum1le

(8.40) ".'H(f) = W,ji(f).
>-ote that wnllX( f is well-defiined by the eq(uatioii (8.40). In fIact, sul)l)ose f e
.lI(X, Hi, Alx) foIr some other i e J. Sinice the set ,J is totally ordered ec have
either i < j (hence (Hi, PHW) < (Hj, PHM)), or j < i (hlence (Hj, puj) < (Hi, PH,))-
In either case we deduce
(8.41) ".Hm(f) = @ (f);
tlhs llx, is well-defined. Formula (8.40) also show-s that
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(8.42) wH1o(f) = il,(f) E M'10(X/Hj., YX/H) ° IrHJ C 31B(X/Hw, IX/H)°
and hence, WH, satisfies condition (6.7):

(8.43) Cl ilI-(X, HI, Mx) 1lI(X11hII,, I.XI/H) oIIHX-
It is also easily verified that WH. is a lifting of 3ll0(X, 7Ix,px) commuting with
the left translations of X (make use of the corresponding p)rop)erties of the liftings
C0Hj, and the fact that the set J is totally ordered).

Let PHX be the lifting of llPc(X/H., XI./H.) corresponding to (OH. (under the
correspondence c- p). The lifting PH., of MIX(X/H., AXI/H.) commutes with the
left translations of X/IH. Moreover, the formula (8.40) of definition of 'WH.
shows that
(8.44) c0,ui1IMI(X, Hj, Ix) = CLH, for each j e J.
It follows that (Hxv, pjl) > (Hj, PH1) for each j E J; this completes the proof
for case (13).

(ii) Let (1!, p,) be a maximial element of g and suppose H d {ee. By remark
(2) preceding theoremii 4, there is a compact distinguished subgroup K of X
satisfying the conditions (8.6), (8.7) and (8.8). We shall use below the notations
of these conditions; in l)articular, we shall use the isomorphisms u and v. Define
8 oii lI1((X1K)/A, A/(X,K)/A) by the equations
(8.45) b(f) = p,,(f o U) o v foi f G 31Il((X'/"K)j/A,p(v-/A.
]3y proposition 3 in section 3, 6 is a liftinig of 3II((X,K)"A, g(x,K),.i), coiln-
miutinig with the left translations of (X/K),'A. Siiice X,K is countable at
infinity, and since the coml)act distinguished subgroup A of X/K is a Lie g,ollu)
(see (8.6), (8.7)), we may apply theorem 3 (witlh G = X/1K and F = A, of
course). We deduce the existence of a lifting PK of .lIX(XK, Mx,XK) COmlllllUtillg
with the left translations of X/K and suich that
(8.46) PK(f 11T4) = (f) °II for fe 311((X,/K)jA,A.(X/K),;A)-
We shall show that

(8.47) WK(g o II,) = W,(y(g II,) for every g e MIIt(X/H, AX,y 1).
In fact, let g e ll(X/H, Mx/H). Using (8.4(i), (8.45), and the explicit form

of the canonical isomorphisms u and v (see (8.8)), wve can wrvite the following:

(8.48)

WK(g ° II11) = WK((g o v) ° u ° IIH,) = WK((g V) o°A 1°Ix)
= p((g ) IIA) 0 I A (siince (g ° v) a I, C M1(X /K, /uK/K))
= (6(g ° V) HHA) a ITK = ((pII((g UZ) ° ) Hv) A .) ° rIa
= (PII(g) ° V) a IIAJ ° HK = (p//(g) Ut) ° a I1II
= p,i(g) ° Hi, = c1n(g o 11,).

Hence (8.47) is verified. This showvs that (see also remark (1) precedinig theorem
4) (K, PK) > (II, PH); since K F# 11, this meanis (K, PK) > (HI, pi,). The inequal-
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ity contradicts the maximality of the element (H, pH) and thus completes the
proof of (ii).

Therefore, theorem 4 is completely proved.

9. Conclusions

As an immediate consequence of theorem 4 we deduce (see also the remark
following proposition 2 in section 3, or the comment at the beginning of sec-
tion 8).
THEOREM 5. Let X be an arbitrary locally compact group. There exists a lifting

of M-(X, ,Ix) commuting with the left translations of X.
Before ending we wish to make one more remark. Again let X be a locally

compact group with left Haar measure jux. Denote by 3 the tribe of all /tx-
measurable subsets of X. Let us recall that a mapping 0: 3 -+ 3 is called a
lower density of 3 if it satisfies the following axioms (for A E 3, B E 3 we write
A _ B if A A B = (A - B) U (B - A) is locally 4x-negligible):

(I') 0(A) _ A;
(II') A _ B implies 0(A) = 0(B);

(III') 0(0) = 0 and 0(X) =X;
(IV') 0(A n B) = 0(A) n 0(B).
The lower density 0 of 3 is said to commute with the group of left translations of

Xif
(9.1) (V') 0(sA) = sO(A.) for every s E X and A E 3.

It was already known (see [8], theorem 1, p. 823) that for an arbitrary
locally compact group X, the existence of a lifting of M-(X,,x) commuting
with the left translations of X is equivalent with the existence of a lower density
of 3 commuting with the left translations of X (the implication "X" is obvious;
the implication "¢" was proved in [8] using the "topology on X induced by
the lower density" and considerations of maximal ideals of L-).
We now know (by theorem 5 above) that for an arbitrary locally compact

group X there always exists a lower density of 3 commuting with the left transla-
tions of X: we shall call such a lower density of 3 (for obvious reasons) a Haar
lower density.

It should be pointed out here that, in contrast to the Haar measure, a Haar
lower density is by no means unique, not even in the case of the real line. In
fact, let In'(x) = [x - 1/n, x], I,r)(x) = [x, x + 1/n] for each x e R and each
n E N*. For every A E 3 define

(9.2) DA('(x) = lim (MR(A n IAT (x))/1R(In0(x))
n-x

whenever this limit exists; similarly define

(9.3) D( (x) = lim (AR(A n In )(x))/sR(IT(X)).
n-
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Let now
(9.4) @(t)(A) = {x e RIDA(x) exists and = 1}
and
(9.5) 0(r)(A) = {x E RIDA()(x) exists anld = 1}.
It is clear that OM and 0(r) are lower densities commuting with the translations
of R. However 0(l)([0, 1]) = (0, 1] and 0(r)([0, 1]) = [0, 1); hence O(M) F 0(r).
In the case of the real line, or more generally in Rn,we do have, however, a
canonical Haar lower density-namely the classical "Lebesgue lower density";
this is defined at a given point x e Rn using all intervals containing x (see [19]).

For further remarks connected with the subject of this paper, see ([9],
section 4).

APPENDIX I. REMARKS ON ADEQUATE FAMILIES

Let T and X be locally compact spaces and p E M+ (T). Let X: t Atbe a
p-adequate family of Radon measures on X and P = fT Xt d,(t) (for the ter-
minology and results used in this appendix, (see [2], chapter V, paragraph 3,
pp. 17-24). We suppose that the following condition (C) is satisfied.

(C) For every compact K C T there is a compact set K(1) C X such that, for
each t c K, we have Supp Xt C K(1).
The following assertions are then valid.
PROPosITIoN (I.1). For every numerical function f > 0 on X we have

(1) |xf dv > du(t) ffdX-
Let K C T be a compact set. Then

(2)

JT (OK(t) d x(t)Jxf dXt = |T PK(t) dIA(t) fx sPK(,)f d1i

IT dp(t) fx VK(I)fdXt . |x xOK()f dv p|f dv;

since K C T was arbitrary, the proposition is proved.
From proposition (1.1) we immediately deduce the following.
PROPOSITION (1.2). If f: X --+T is locally v-negligible, then the set of all

t E T for which f is not XA-negligible is locally ,-negligible.
PROPOSITION (I.3). If f: X -4 R is v-measurable, then the set of all t c T

for which f is not XA-measurable is locally p-negligible.
Let K C T be a compact set. Then the set of all t E K for which (PK(l)f is

not X t-measurable is pu-negligible. But (PK(l)f and f coincide on Supp Xt for t e K;
we deduce that the set of all t E K for which f is not X1-measurable is p-neg-
ligible. Since K was arbitrary, proposition (1.3) is proved.
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PROPOSITION (1.4). For every nunmrical v-nwasu-rable function f > 0 on X,
the mapping t Jf dX\ is M-measurable and

(3) | J dv = dy (t) ffdX .

Let K C 7' be a compj)act set; theni t -.f K dfAt is Ai-measuiable. Silnce

(4) |P,K(l)fdt=d ffd t for tI eK

and sinice K was arbitrary, the mcasurability of the mal)I)ing t J' f dX\ fol-
lows. To prove the equatioil in pr-opqsitioii (1.4), coIIsidei- a compact L C X;
then

(3) f(PLf dp = fd(t) f(pi, (Id1t < |d,A() |fJ 1.

Since L was arbitrary, we deduce

(6) f dv < f,MI) JffdX1.

Ccinbining this with the inie(quality in l)loI)osition (I.1), we obtain the eq(uatio
in pnroposition (1.4).

PROPOSITION (1.5). If f: X -K T? is locally v-integrable, then the set of all
t e T for which J is not Xt-integrable is locally y-negligible, and the inappivg
t- fIxf dXt (defined locally almost everywhere with respect to u) is locally
,u-integrable.

Let K C Y' be a compact set. Then OK(lj)f is v-initegrable, whence the set of
all t G K for which IPK(1)f is not X,-integrable is Au-iegligible. It follows thiat the
set of all t E K for which f is Inot X,-integrable is IA-iiegligible. Sinice K was
arbitrary, we deduce that the set of all t e T' for wlhich f is niot X,-integrable is
locally si-ilegligible. Let againi K C 7' be a comp)act set. T'hen

(7) PK (t) |fdKt = f 'K(l)fdXt

for alimost every t e K (with respect to iA). Sinice ,K(j)f is v-inltegrable, wve deduce
that t -* OK(t) fyf dXt is ,u-integrable; therefore, t - fyfdXt (which is definied
onily locally almost everywhere with resl)ect to ,u) is locally js-integrable.

IREMARK. From the above follows that if f: X -R T? is locally v-integral)le
(in particular, if f is essentially v-iiitegrable), thenl the mapping t f, Jf (I A
(defiined onily locally almlost everywlhere witli resl)ect to IA) is ,u-measurable.
PROPOSIT1oN (1.6). If J: X -R T? is essentially v-integrable, then the set of all

t e Tfor whichf is not N1-integrable is locally p-negligible, the mapping t -- fx f dX,
(defined only locally almost everywhere with respect to ,u) is essentially IA-integrable
and

(8) |f dv = Jy du(t) f fdA .
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Since f: X -K 7 is essentially v-integrable if and only if sup (f, 0) and
sup (-f, 0) are, it is enough to consider the case f > 0. The assertion then
follows from proposition 7 in ([2], chapter If, paragraph 2), and from proposi-
tions (1.4) anid (1.5) above.

APPE'NI)IX II. A MAXIMAL THEOREM

(11.1) Let (X, 3, ,u) be an abstract measure sp)aee, and let v be a second
measure on 5. We sul)l)ose that there is a clani 35, C 3i consisting of sets having
, and v fiinite measure. such that

(i) A C i and B e 3,) iml)lies A n i, e 3,;
(ii) for every A e 3 we have

p(A) = sup (A n B) anid v(A) = supi v(A qn B).
BETo BET(i

THE MAXIMAL THEORlEM. Lct (A,)nCN be a sequence oJ sets belonging to 5o.
For every n e N and x C A,, let U(n, x) and TU*(n, x) be two sets, the first of
uhich bllongs to 3, such that

(1) M*(UxEA. U(n, x)) < oc for each n C N;
(2) v(U(n, x)) 2 ,u(U(n, x)) for every n G N and x c A,,;
(3) ilfxCA U(.I , -X)) > 0 for eveiry n e N for- which A4 #, 0;
(4) for every n C N and x C A,, wce have u*(l *(n, x)) < (C'(U(n, x)), where

(C is a co?ostart indep(nndu?-lt of n C N and x e A-,
(5) let p NN, q C N. p < q; ifx e A,p anl y C A, n Cl'*(p, x) we have

l'(p, x) n u'((/, y) = 0.

There is then, a sequence (U(u(j), x( j)))jCI (uith I C N anld u: I -* N) con-

sisting of disjoit? sets such that
(6) Ax = U,,Cx A. C Uj GI U*(u(j) x(j));
(7) A(A)< Cv(Ujrc=I(uf j), x(j))).

IIEMARKS. (a) Once (6) is proved, (7) follows immediately from (4) and (2),
respectively. (b) We may of course suppose durinlg the p)roof below that Ax $ 0.
(c) From (7) we deduce 4(A,,) < (v(X); itt niany ap)plicationis v(X) < xc, and
tlen this ine(itiality becomes relevant.

[rtOOF. lIet a l)e the first integer n C N for which A,, #d 0. Let lU be the
set of all se(quiences (U(u(j), x(j)))jci, wi-ith I an interval of N and U: I -* N
an increasing nmapping such that,

(8) 1 3 0, u(0) = a, anid x(0) e A,,(,)-
(9) if;j N andj + 1 e I, then

x(j + 1) C AU(j+m) - U U*(u(s), x(s));
O<s1<j

(10) if;j N and j + I e 1, Ihen
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Ah - U U*(u(s),x(s)) = 0
0<8 <j

for all 0 < h < u(j + 1) (if such an h exists).
Let now (U(u(j), x(j)))jEi E q. It is clear then that x(j) e Au(j) for allj E I.

Also the sets in the sequence are disjoint (if there are more than one). In fact,
let i e I, jE I with i < j; let p = u(i) < q = u(j). Then x(i) e A, anid
x(j) c A- Uo<.<j-i U*(u(s), x(s)). By (5) the sets U(u(i), x(i)) and U(u(j),
x(j)) are disjoint, whence the assertion is proved. Clearly, cql $ 0 since
(U(u(O), x(O))), with u(0) = a and x(O) some element in As,, belongs to CU.

-By remark (1) above, in order to prove the theorem it is enough to show the
existence of a sequence (U(u(j), x(j)))jEI in 'U satisfying (6). We shall divide
the proof into two parts:

(I) we shall show here that if (U(u(j), X(Q)))%eN G U, that is, I is infinite,
then this family satisfies (6). Note first that
(11) lim u(j) = oo.

jEN

In fact, othierwise u(j) < q for some q E N and all j E N. rrhell x(j) E Ao U
Al U ... U A, for all j E N. Let now B be a set with ,u*(B) < X containiiug
all Ub(n, x) with 0 < n < q and x E An (use (1)). Since the sets (U(u(j), X(j)))jeN
are disjoint, we obtain limJeN X(U(U(j), x(j))) = 0; since u(j) must be constant
for j large eiiough, this contradicts (3) and therefore (11) is proved. Let now
h E N. By (11), there isj G N such that h < u(j + 1); by (10),

(12) Ah, C U U*(u(S), x(s)) C U U*(u(S), x(s)).
0<8<j sEN

Since h E N was arbitiary, (6) is proved in this case.
(II) If there is a finite family in cU satisfying (6), then clearly the proof is

completed. Otherwise, let (U(u(j), x(j)))%,E e ct be a finite family; then
A. - Uje, U*(u(j), x(j)) F$ 0. Let p = sup I and let I' = I U {p + 1}. Let
q be the first integer in N for which

(13) A, - U U*(u(j), x(j)) #- 0;

define u(p + 1) = q. If p = 0, we obviously have q = u(p + 1) 2 u(p) = a,
since A, # 0. If p > 0, then by (10), Ah - Uo<8<P-l U*(u(s), X(8)) = 0X
and hence Ah - UO<8<p U*(u(s), X(S)) = 0 for every 0 < h < u(p); since q
is the first integer in N satisfying (13), we deduce q = u(p + 1) > u(p). Let
x(p + 1) be an (arbitrary) element in the set (13). Clearly the sequence
(U(u(j), x(j)))1' e 91. This inductive argument shows how to construct a
family (U(u(j), X(j)))WEN e 'U and hence completes the proof of the theorem.
A VARIANT OF THE MAXIMAL THlEORIEM. Let (An)neN be a sequence of sets

belonging to 3. For every n c N and x E An let U(n, x) and U*(n, x) be two sets,
the first of which belongs to 5. Suppose that

(14) for each B e 3o and each n e N we have

/-*( U U(nO, X)) <0;
xGB nA.
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(15) the conditions (2), (3), (4), (5) of the maximal theorem are satisfied. Then

(16) ,p(A.) < Cv(X) if A. = U An.
neN

PROOF. For every n e N let A' C An, An' 3,. The previous theorem gives
then

(17) A( U A') < Cv(X);
nEN

from this (16) follows immediately.
(11.2) Here (X, 3, A) is as in (II.1), the clan 30 being the set of all A E 5

for which ,(A) < oo. Let ,3 be a measure on 3 with ,B(X) < X0. Before proceeding
further, we want to remark that the following is also a consequence of the
maximal theorem.
THEOREM 1. Let (5;l)nEN be an increasing sequence of tribes contained in 3.

For each n c N let fn E 21(X, .3, 1.) be a a.-measurable function satisfying

(18) 13(A) 2 fn dM for all A ea.

For cvery a > 0 we then have

(19) ai({xx sup f.(x) > a}) < :(X).
nE

PROOF. Define P = (1/a)/3; define A' = {xlfo(x) > a} and

(20) A' = {xI sup fj(x) < a,f.(x) > a} for n > 1.
O<j<n-1

Clearly the set {XlSupneNfn(x) > a} equals the union of (An)OnN. Let An = A'
if v(An') FD 0, and An = 0 if 4(A') = 0. Finally let U(n, x) = U*(n, x) = An
for all x e An and all n e N for which An 5 0. It is then easily seen that the
coniditions (1)-(5) of the maximal theorem are satisfied. For instance, (5) can
be verified as follows: let p E N, q E N, p < q. If x e A, and y E A,nl CAp,
then Aq 54 Ap; hence, p F# q, and therefore, ApnAl = 0; that is, U(p, x)
n U(q, y) = 0. Hence the proof is completed.

(11.3) Let X be a locally compact group, X a left Haar measure, 3 the tribe
of all X-measurable parts of X, and 3o the clan of all A e c which are relatively
compact. Let ,u be the essential measure corresponding to X; note that X and JA
coincide on 30.

Let U c 3o with X(U) > 0. For f locally X-integrable define

(21) fu(x) = A(U) Af dX.
It is clear that fu is a continuous function; moreover, if f E £'(X, X), then it
is easily verified that fu E £' (X, X) and

(22) !lfuHll < (sup A(s-1))IIfIjj (A\ = the modular function).
s8U

Suppose now that (Un),,EN is a sequence of sets belonging to 3o and satisfying
the following conditionis:
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(j) the se(quenice (lXe\r is decieasinig;
(jj) every neighborhood of e cointains some set Uk with k e N;

(ijj) 0 < X*(U,UU1) < ( UX(Un) for all n e N and some constanlt C.
IREMAIRK. In theoreml 2 below we do not make use of conditioni (jj) above.
THEOREM 2 (R. E. Edwards and E. Hewitt). Let f e £'(X, X). Fur each

it e N, letfn = fun (see (21) abore). For every a > 0 wev then have

(23) aX({Sxl suI)sp f(x) > a') < C f 1f dx.
nEN

PROOF. Let v = (1j/a)if .X. Sinice the Radoni measure v is absolutely coIntin-
uous with respect to X, the sets in 3 are all v-measurable, whence v is naturally
defined on 3. Let inow A,, = {1 f,,(x) > a} for n c N. Clearly,

(24) {XIsup)f,,(-) > a' = U A,,.
nCN itGN

Finally let UT(n, x) = xU',,, UJ*(n, x) = xr,jT1n1 for all N for which A,n 4£ 0.
Then the conditions (14) anid (13) of the varianit of the maximal theoreiii aie
satisfied (use also the left inivariance of X, anid note that on the sets we consider
here, X and ,u coincide. To verify (5), for inistance, we reasoni as follows: let p e N,
q eN, p < q. If x E A, and y e Aq n- Cxl-l'pUU1, tlheni yg xUpUp', anid
hence y t xZlpU,U' (we have U,. D U1q,, anid thus U'p1 D ('1). We deduce
xu, n lyu = 0 (otherwvise xu, = y'uq for soii1e Upi E UI, lt, e Tq', wihichI
would imply y = xu,iu1e'x.T,.Uq'). Time conclusion tlheni follows fiomii the
variant of the maximal theorem.
REMARK. Let f: X -* R be locally X-iiitegrable aind K C X a comI)act set.

There is then a comlpact set L C X such that xZ:U0 C L for all x e K. We
deduce f,,lK = (f1pL),,jK for each n e N (it is clear lhat we use here notations
similar to those of theoremii 2; see also (21)).
COROLLARY 1. Lct f: X -I 1? be locally X-iMtegrable. 7he sequcnc(' (.f,,),,e

converges to f locally almiost (verywhere with rcspect to X.
PROOF. The remiiark preceding this corollary showvs that it is einouglh to coIi-

sider the case when f eX I(X, X). Since the assertion is obvious for J. e 3C(X),
and sinice 3C(X) is dense in £'(X, X), the corollary follows fromll theoremii 2 above,
formula (22) and the classical (almost evervywhere) conivergenice theolemll of
Banach.

(11.4) Concerning the subject of this a)l)elldix, see also [1], [4], [7], anid [13].
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